Easily keep pace with the changing demands of complex surgical environments.

**DOES YOUR OR NEED AN UPGRADE?**

Quick and affordable upgrades for BDV IDSS Integration Systems
Upgrade flexibility that quickly and easily transitions your OR from yesterday to today and into the future

Capture images and videos from more sources than ever

No need to add cumbersome, often large external capture devices. One or several capture cards can be easily added into existing BDV IDSS systems. Through integrated capture, visual records of every procedure from multiple angles make teaching and patient consults easier and more informative than ever.

Easy connections for every new device.

More devices enter the OR every day and you need an easy way to connect them all. The Universal port makes connecting any imaging device easy, with one simple connection type that simplifies the setup of every procedure and takes the guesswork out of connecting.

Reduce patient anxiety to deliver a higher standard of care

SignatureSuite provides tangible proof that your facility delivers on the promise of patient-centered care. This feature’s soothing music, calming nature visuals and dimmed lighting in the OR reduces patient anxiety and helps procedures go smoothly. A simple update can easily add this capability to current BDV IDSS Integration systems.

Communicate from the OR to anyone, anywhere

OR staff need to collaborate, teach and communicate effectively and efficiently. Videoconferencing can be easily added to the BDV IDSS Integration System to support real-time OR-to-OR, OR-to-pathology, OR-to-classroom communication and consultation. We even offer options for communication on the go, beyond the hospital.

See in ultra-high definition

If you’re interested in upgrading to new 4K imaging devices, we’re ready to help. Every BDV IDSS Integration System is 4K ready, and can easily connect to today’s 4K imaging devices with the addition of a card-based 4K routing upgrade. With this upgrade, the BDV IDSS system is compatible with common 4K imaging devices, like endoscopes. Paired with our 4K VividImage Surgical Displays and Wall Displays, we can help you quickly create a modern 4K OR.

For more information, contact your STERIS representative or visit www.steris.com.